Division 22 Plumbing
Service Faucets & Public Basins

22-03a
Public Basins: Under Counter (4” Center Porcelain Set)
- American Standard: commercial – Ovalyn Model # 0495.221 WH
- Kohler: commercial – Ladena Model # K2214-0, or Caxton Model # K22050-0
- Gerber: commercial – Model # 12-780, or Model # 12-790

22-03b
Public Basins: Wall Hung (4” Center Set)
- American Standard: Roxalyn Model # 0195.073, or Lucerne Model # 0355.012
- Kohler: Greenwich Model # K2032-0, or Kingston Model # K2006-0
- Gerber: Plymouth Model # 12-314, or Hayes Model # 12-384, Monticello Model # 12654, or Gerber Wheelchair – Easton Model # 12-464

22-03c
Faucet Automatic Battery auto-eye: (4” Center Set)
- Sloan: EAF 150 ism – Optima i.g
- Sloan: EBF-750 Battery operated Gooseneck w/4 Trim Plate (4” Center Set Sink)
- Chicago: Model # 116.212.21.1, or Model # 116.213.21.1
- American Standard: Selectronic Model # 6055.105, Model # 6605.165, or Model # 6055.2205
- American Standard: Selectronic Thermostatic Mixing Value Model # 605XTMV

Faucet Manual: (4” Center Sets)
- Chicago: commercial – Model # 3300-CP, Metering Model # 802-665CP, or Model # 802-V317CP
- Kohler: commercial – Triton Model # K-7305KE, Model # K7404-KE, Model # 7404-2A-CP, Model # K7404-5A, or Model # K7305-5A
- American Standard: commercial – Monterey Model # 5500.140, Heritage Center Set Model # 7400.172V, or Model # 5400.172V
- Moen: commercial – Boutique Model # 8140, or Model # 8215

Continued on next page
22-03d
Service Basins:

- **Floor:**
  - American Standard Floor: A Stand Up, Florwell Model # 7745.811
  - Akron: Floor Model # 7695.008, Model # 7695.000 w/Rim Guard, or Model # 8379.026
  - CECO: Corner Service Sink, Model # 871
  - CECO: Service Sink Cat, Model # 8671868
  - Advance Tabco: Model # 9-OP-20, Model # 9-OP-28, or Model # 9-OP-48
  - Kottler-Bannon, K-6714

- **Hopper:**
  - Akron: Service Sink, Model # 7695.008
  - CECO: Model # 866, 24" x 20"; Model # 868

22-03e
Service Faucets for Standup and Floor Model Style

- Kohler-Kinlock: Service Sink faucet, Model # K8908CP
- Chicago: Service Sink faucet, Model # 305V BXKCP; or Model # 305 VBCP
- American Standard: Service Sink faucet, Model # 8344-012 top brace; or Model # 8355-110 bottom brace